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.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHIN GTON, D. C. 20555

INFORMATION REPORTJuly , 19792 SECY 79-3300

For: The Commissioners

From: Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Thru: Executive Director for Operation

Subject: COMPARISON OF THE NAVY AND NRC/ INDUSTRY '

TRAINING AND REQUALIFICATICH PRCGRAMS

Purcose: To provide the Ccemission with information on the Navy's '

nuclear training and requalification pecgram and a compar-
ison of the NRC license program to that of the Navy.

Introduction: In a memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to Lee V. Gossick-

dated April 30, 1979, NRR was requested to inform the
Commis. ion regarding seven itams relating to the proce-
dures for qualifying reactor cperators.

Item 6 of the memorandum requested that we obtain informa-
tion from the Navy on their training and requalification ,

'

program and compare the NRC licensing program to that of ithe Navy. I
'
i

A summary comparison is given belcw. Enclosure 1 provides
a more detailed description of ccamercial pcwer reactor jtraining programs regulated by the NRC. Enciosure 2 i

provides a more detailed description of the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Training Program.1

Summa q: A comparison of the Navy and the NRC/ccmmercial programs
indicate the folicwing points:

(1) Selection of Personnel '

:

Commercial - Applicants for reactor cperator and
senior cperator licenses hired by the utility ccme i

from (1) ccnventional plants throughout the utility, !
(2) government operated nuclear reactors, and (3) new '

hi res of f-the-street. Both the operator and senior

'-1/ Navy program as described in a statament of Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN,
Naval Nuclear ? repulsion Training Program 3efore The Ccmaittee en Science
And .echnolcgy-United Statas House Of Representatives, May 24, 1979.
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operator must be high-school graduates or equivalent.
Many utilities employ preselection screening using
tests designed to determine an individual's suitabil-
ity for nuclear training.'

Navy - Officers are selected from (1) shipboard
experienced personnel, (2) the Naval Academy, (3)

~

NROTC Colleges, and (4) the Navy's Officer 4andidate
School. In 1969, the Nuclear Pcwer Officers Candidate
Program was added where top graduates of all colleges
are given the opportunity to apply for nuclear training.
Further, officer candidates are brought to
Washington, D.C. , where they are interviewed by
Admiral Rickover. Enlisted men are involved in
nuclear propulsion training through a program of
recruiting promising young high-school graduates
throughout the country. Enlisted applicants must be
high-school graduates who have ccmpleted one year of
algebra and must have high academic ability in areas
of math and science, as measured by the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery Test and Nuclear Field
Qualification Test.

,

The difference in the selection of personnel between
the NRC and the Navy is that the NRC is not directly
involved, but only 0;fers guidance in the selection
of personnel. The Navy, on the other hand, has
direct control of the selection and screening of
personnel for the Navy Nuclear program.

(2) Initial Training of Personnel

NRC - The NRC requires two types of training programs. '

The " cold" program provides the necessary training
for personnel who will sit for NRC license ey .ina-
tions prior to initial fuel loading. The "nc -
program is for applicants who will sit for license
examinations following criticality of the reactor.

The NRC required training for cold applicants usually
starts two years before fuel loading. Applicants who
have previous nuclear experience are phased in at
proper times in accordance with their experience.
Applicants with no experience complete the folicwing
program: Ph e 1 - Basic courses which normally last
12 weeks are Landucted at the nuclear training centers
or universities. Phase 2 - Design lecture series
takes six weeks and familiarizes the trainees with
the features of his plant. Phase 3 - Observation
training is conducted at both the simulator and on an
operating nuclear pcwer pl ant. The training requires

C~ - |.
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four months and consists of observation of day-to-day
operation at an operating plant and " hands on" training
on a simulator. Phase 4 - is onsite training and
takes approximately one year.

The hot licesing program follows the same material
outlined un&r the cold licensing program. The
training is conducted onsite and requires six months
to complete. The training program recuires a minimum
of 500 hours of lectures and three months of cbserva-
tion and "hads-on" manipulation of ower plant
controls, on a day-to-day basis. ' aining includes-

one week of simulator operation 9h involves observ-
ing reactor transients and coping with accident
conditions.

Navy - The hyy Nuclear Training Program centers
around (1) pre-nuclear training, (2) formal academic
instruction and operational training at the DOE land
naval reactzr prototypes. Officer training throughout
the Navy is at a higher level than that of the en1isted
men.

Initial pre nuclear training for the enlisted personnel
is conducted at several traiaing sites throughout the
country. Dtring basic trairing, the candidates are
screened and classified into one of the program
ratings. Tie trainee attends appropriate Navy
Class "A" school which varies in length from two to
five months. The curricula are basic to the ratings
and are not specialized to nuclear power. Nuclear
program trainees successfully completing Class "A"
school traizing will normally be ordered directly to
the Nuclear Power School located at Orlando, Florida.

The Nuclear Pcwer School provides instruction to both
officers and enlisted men in the principles of science
and engineering fundamentals necessary for the under-
standing of the operation of Naval propulsion plants.
The course zt the Nuclear Power School lasts six
months and cnsists of approximately 700 hours of
classroom i:rstruction. The curriculum includes math,
physics, hezt transfer, fluid flow and radiological
fundamentals.

Operational training is conducted at eight land based
Naval Reactxr prototypes. Instruction is provided by
Naval persarnel and civilian personnel fecm the Naval
Reactor La!xratories. The Navy persennel receive
lectures ard on-the-job training in the practical
aspects of reactor plant operation.
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The NRC col- licensing training program is similar to fthat of the Navy. However, the operator replacement !program is different from that of the Navy in that ~

the utility hot licensing program is conducted at the
facility site. Another significant difference is
that all enlisted men aboard ship have been qualified
on their rating. On the commercial plant only, the |
control operators and supervisor are licensed. The i

balance of plant personnel complete a training program, |but are not licensed. !

(3) Qualification and Requalification Program

NRC - At the completion of the truning program,
operators and senior operators are certified by
utility management and are then examined by NRC
licensing examiners. If they successfully pass the
written and oral examinations, they are issued a '

license to operate the plant. The written examina-
tion for the operator consists of seven categories
and generally takes eight hours to complete. The
senior operator written examination consists of the
same seven categories plus an additional five.
Approximately six hours are required to complete the
examination. The written examinations are followed
by an operating test conducted by an NRC examiner. A
typical operating test takes from four to six hours
and consists of a one-on-one oral examination, which
tests the applicant's knowledge of the plant opera-
tions and procedures.

The NRC aporoved requalification program requires
that each i.cansed individual demonstrate his compe-
tency over a two year period to renew his license.
The program requirements include preplanned lectures
and on-the-job training, including control reactivity
manipulations, understanding of systems, procedures,

-
design changes, changes to facility license and the
emergency procedures.

Navy - Upon comcletion of the acadetaic training
program, both officers and enlisted students are
required to pass a four hour written examination
prior to graduation from the Nuclear Power School.
Following the prototype, training officers qualify as
Engineering Offis ar of the Watch. This means that
they must qualify to operate all the equipment asso-
ciated with the plant, as well as direct operations.
Enlisted men must qualify as operators of equipment
connected with their particular rating. This quali-
fication consists of demonstrating general knowledge

p- - ,
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of all reactor plant systems and detailed knowledge.

associated with their owi. rating. Students must
stand a specified minimum number of satisfactory
watches to qualify and must receive a final evalua-
tion watch to qualify. This qualification is an
evaluation by a three man board, one from the local
Naval Reactors field office, a senior representative
of the plant management, and a staff engineering
officer instructor. The students must also pass a
final comprehensive written examination of about four
hours duration before leaving the prototypes.
Officers and enlisted men reporting to the fleet go
through a shipboard watch qualification. The mechan-
ics of the shipboard watch qualification are similar
to that in use at the prototypes. A continuous
shipboard training program is a high priority progran,
referred to as " Recurring Training." The program
requires the complete requalification of all watch
standers every two years. Recurring training includes
lectures, drills and comprehensive examinations.

A significant difference exists in the NRC and Navy
qualification of personnel. The NRC licenses both
the operator and supervision to operate all systems
in the nuclear power plant. However, in the Navy
program only the officer is qualified on all watches
of the plant while the enlisted men are qualified
with a general kncwledge of all stations, but detailei
knowledge of their single rating.

(4) Practice of Casualty Drills and Plant Evaluat-lons

NRC - The utility requalification program provides
training and evaluation of the performance of abnorma,
and emergency proceduras. This is accomplished by a
training supervisor, reviewing step-by-step, the
procedure with the licensed operator or supervisor at
the operating control board. Casualty training and
evaluation en a reactor simulator is an integral part
of many of the plant requalification programs. On
the simulator, the student observes the symptoms and
performs the immediate actions required to cope with
the accident condition.

Navy - Casualty drills are a part of the recurring
training program. Approved drill guides are main-
tained for recurri~ng use. The drills are carried out
under the guidance of drill monitors and safety
observers and consist of part walk-through and part
actual operation The drills may, or may not, be
announced prior to their conduct.

C' .~' 2
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Both the NRC and Navy requirements are similar as
they relate to casualty drills. The NRC requires the
licensed personnel to discuss step-by-step the emer-
gency procedures on the control boards. Many of the
utility training programs include training on simula-
tors when the licensee analyzes and copes with the
accident condition. The Navy requires actual drills
on shipboard, which includes discussion and actual
operation as far as practical on the casualty.

(5) Continued Review of Personnel Performance and Removal
From the Program of Those Who Do Not Meet Standards

NRC - The utility requalification program provides an
ongoing review of personnel performance through
preplanned lectures, control manipulations, review of
abnormal and emergency procedures and annual written
and oral examinations. A grade of less than 80% on
any category of the written examination requires
attendance of the lecture on that ca.tegory material.
A grade of less than 70% overall on the annual
written examination requires mandatory participation
in an accelerated requalification program. The
individual is removed from his licensed duties until
he has successfully completed the accelerated program
and scored not less than 70% on a re examination.

Further, if a licensee has not been actively perform-
ing the functions of an operator or senior cperator

"' for a period of four months, he must demonstrate to
the NRC his understanding of facility operation
before he is permitted to resume his licensed duties.

C.I . rc:a
em Navy - Watch standing proficiency is maintained on
gg gig board. An operator can be considered proficient on a
V.ryry given watch station only if he stands watch at a
E22rtz prescribed frequency on that watch station. The

{'Wp'd engineering officer of the watch must stand at least
two four hour watches each month to maintain profi-

() ciency. If a watch stander does not meet these
requirements, his name is removed frcm the list of
qualified watch standers. He is required to ccmpleteh special training specified by the ships Engineering
Officer before his name can be returned to the listrm

(-~ of qualified watch standers.

The NRC and Navy both require continued demonstrated
proficiency. Both require requalification every two

d4 years and i f a f ailure to meet requirements exis ts,
the individual is removed frca his regular dutie,,
retrained and examined prior to resu.T,ption of his
duties.

C w .
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(6) Insoections of the Plants and Plant Operations With
Systematic Follow-Up on Deficiencies

NRC - The Office of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC,
conducts inspections of the utility's plant and
operations. It also irvestigates any deficiercies
found and provides feedback into the regulatory
procass. Further, it ascertains cc.apliance w' th
Federal Regulations and takes the necessary enforce-
ment action. Periodic audits of the approved person-
nel training and requalification program are conducted
by IE. Operator Licensing Branch conducts audits on
the requalification examinations administered by the
utility.

Feedback on incidents in the plants, that are reported
by IE, are reviewed and Licensee Event Reports are
prepared and distributed throughout the agency and to
the nuclear plants.

Navy - Feedback of problems, both ship and prototype
are fed directly to the Office of Naval Reactors in
Washington, D.C. The ship Commanding Officers and
Prototype Managers report directly on any equipment
malfunction, operational difficulty, or deviation
from prescribed procedures. Lessons learned from
these reports are periodically promulgated to the
fleet and changes are made to design and to the
overall training program, as needed. The Navy con-
ducts an annual safeguard examination, which is
conducted by a Nuclear Propulsion Examining 3 card and
last from two to five days. The board reviews every
aspect of the nuclear propulsion plant, radiological
support, administration and training. Casualty
drills and evolutions are conducted for the beard to
evaluate. Operators are interviewed by Board members
to determine their level of knowledge. The Operational
Reactor Safeguard Examination Report provides the
individual ship immediate feedback that can be used
for training and operation.

Both the NRC and the Navy are sirailar in that both
have mechanisms established to feed back infermation
which is reviewed and fed back to the operating
plants. The NRC cond' -ts periodic ;nspections, which
parallels the Navy's safeguard examinations, except
actual plant casualty drills ai.. evaluations are not
conducted for NRC evaluation.

Y ~ ~.
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Coordination: This paper has been reviewed by the Office of the Executive
Legal Director, which has no legal objection.

/
Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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ENCLOSURE 1
COMMERCIAL POWER REACTOR

TRAINING PROGRAMS REVIEWED BY THE NRC
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Enclosure 1

.

Comercial Power Reactor

Training Programs P.eviewed by the NRC

.

The following outlines the training program as set forth in the NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training" that endorses, in part, ANSI

N1ri.1-1971, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Pcwer Plant Personnel."

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 55, the NRC issues two types of licenses. In

general, anyone who manipulates reactor controls must be licensed as an operator,

and those who direct the activities of licensed operators must be licensed as

senior cperators. In practice, the control rocm operators at a pcwer station

will be the licensed operators and their immediate supervisor will normally be

the senior operator.

Cold Training Programs

Cold training programs provide the nctessary training for personnel who will

sit for the NRC license examination prior to the initial fuel loading of the
nuclear plant. Since it is impossible to perform plant operations at that

time, these examinations arc referred to as cold examinations.

.
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Applicants for reactor operator and senior reactor operator licenses have come

from the following sources: (1) conventional plants throughout a utilities

system, (2) government operated nuclear reactors, and (3) new hires. A few

power plant applicants have come from research and test reactors at various

universities. However, the majority have come from the first group. Over

one-half of the operators have little, if any, nuclear experience at the time

they are selected for training.

!

!

Many utilities employ a preselection screening process using tests designed to j
4

determine an individual's suitability for nuclear training. Bet.ause many of i

those selected for training have been out of school for a number of years,
f

some companies have found it advantageous to first conduct a review of basic

. mathematics and physics for the candidate. Generally these reviews last

four weeks.

Training programs, together with the training schedule prior to fuel loading,

are submitted to the NRC for approval. Usually the training program for

applicants with no previous nuclear experience starts two years before fuel

loading. Applicants who have previous nuclear ex9erience are phased in at the

prcper times in accordance with their experience.

Applica,'ts with no previous experience are required to complete the entire

training program outlined below. The programs outlined below are minimal

programs. Applicants must be highly motivated and dedicated to successfully

completa these programs. Many applicants will require additional tutoring and

time to beccme competent cperators.

2
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Phase 1: Basic Courses

Basic courses, which normally las.12 weeks, are usually presented at nuclear

training centers or universities. The courses ine.lude approximately ten weeks

of basic study, which includes nuclear physics, health physics, chemistry, and

plant technology. The study program is followed by two weeks of practical

operational training on a nuclear training or research reactor, where the

applicants participate in fuel-loading experiments and coefficient measurement

experiments, perform reactivity calculations, and manipulate the controls

during ten reactcr startups.

Phase II: Design Lecture Series

This phase of the training consists of a le:ture series to familiarize the

trainee with the design features of his plant. This phase normally takes

six weeks. Lectures can be devoted comple tely to the individual's plant and

can be given after Phase II, or some of the lectures can be given prior to

Phase III and some of them after Phase II. When the course is split in this

manner, the trainee will be taught the general design characteristics during

the first session and his plant's special characteristics during the second

session.

Phase I\- On-Site Testing

The applicant for a cold exanination aust successfully cocplete an approved

on-site training program that covers information on the plant for which he

3 p ,
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will seek a license. In addition to classrcom training, the applicant will I
,

engage in the day-to-day plant activities, such as procedure writing, construc-

tion check out, and preoperational testing, for a period of approximately

one year prior to fuel loading. The time spent in this phase varies according

to the experience of the applicant; however, the minimum required time is

six months.

Phase III: Observation and Simulatory Training

I
.

i

Observation training involves the day-to-day operation of a nuclear power '

I
plant. This training is conducted in conjunction with the plant operating

organization. During the cbservation training, the trainee observes various

operations, surveillance testing, and the practical aspects of the radiation

protection program. All training must be documented and must be supervised by

knowledgeable individuals. The training period varies from one to three months.

In conjunction with the plant cbservation, the trainee receives training on a
power plant simulator.

.

Simulator training varies frem two to three months. While at the simulator

training center, the applicant observ!s and participates in all phases of

pcwer plant operations (e.g. , reactor and plant startups, loading the turbine

generator, and power-level changes) and learns to use normal precedures and

other p. cedures to cope with abnormal and emergency conditions. The simulator

must be similar to the facility for which the trainee will seek a license.

The observation and simulator training must be under the administration of the

same organization. The minimum tire required for Phase II is 4 months of

combined pcwer plant cbservation and simulater training.
p- ,
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HOT TRAINING PROGRAMS

Hot training programs provide the necessary training for applicants who will

sit for the NRC licensa examination folicwing criticality of the reactor.

Training for hot licensing begins by selecting candidates from among plant

auxiliary operators who normally have had 1.5 to two years of operating

experience at that facility and placing them in a formal training program.

Appl'c nts for hot examinations must complete the same technical training that

is re uired for applicants for cold examinations. Applicants will also
'

participate in a program of on-the-job training which involves manipulations

of controls during five reactivity changes and at least two training startups

of the reactor. Their training usually includes self-study programs and

tutoring by more experienced personnel on plant operating characteristics,

plant system performance characteristics, and the use of normal, abnormal, and

emergency operating procedures. An appropriate nuclear power plant simulator

can be used in the training in lieu of two training startups on the reactor.

The first group of hot license applicants must participate in reactor and

plant operations during the ccmmissioning phase of the facility until the

facility has been operated at a pcwer level of at least 20% prior to taking

the examination. This is done to give the applicants actual hands-on

experience in operating the reactor and to give the NRC assurance that they

have participated in integrated plant operations. The training program '

follcws the material outlined under the cold licensing program and vers a

period of six to eight months.

5 P; < , ;
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Energy (00E) primarily to provide research and test facilities for the DOE j

naval reactor' laboratories. Instruction is provided by naval personnel and

by civilian pt.:P..;nel from the Naval Reactors laboratories. The Navy provides

some of the classroom and administrative facilities together with most of the

operating crew for the prototype plant. The DOE in turn, makes the plant

available for training when it is not otherwise required for developmental

testing.

I
!

At these prototypes, the Navy personnel in training receive lectures and I

j
.

on-the-job instruction in the practical aspects of reactor plant operation.

They operate all of the equipment associated with the reactor plant under the

supervision of qualified instructors. Officers qualify as Engineering Officer

of the Watch. They must demonstrate a thorough knowledge of all the reactor

plant and steam plant systems, as well as the detailed operating criteria und

procedures, and demonstrate the ability to perform operations on all watch

stations in the prototype piant; they must demonstrate that they can take

charge of the plant and pu'. it through normal and casualty maneuvers.

Enlisted men qualify as operators of equipment connected with their particular

rating. This qualification consists of demonstrating general kncwledge of

all reactor plant systems and detailed knowledge of those associated with

their own rating. They must qualify on the watch stations they would normally

stand aboard ship, and they must de able to handle normal maintenance proolems

en their equipment.

Training at any one of the eight prototypes is conducted the same way, and is

based on a four phase program covering a 25-week training period. A Classrecm

P.' ' ; [
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The written examination for senior reactor operators (Section 55.22) consists

of the same seven categories above plus an additional five. Approximately

four to six hour are required to complete the t'ive senior categories, which |
|

are:
|

H. Reactor Theory.

I. Radioactive Materials Handling, Disposal, and Hazards.

J. Specific Operating Characteristics.

K. Fuel Handling and Core Parameters.

L. Administrative Procedures, Controls, and Limitations.

Operating Tests

The purpose of the operating test (Section 55.23) is to determine the following

for each applicant:

A. Ability to read and interpret the control instrumentation of the

facility.

B. Ability to manipulate the control equipment in a safe and competent

manner.

C. Knowledge of how to operate the facility, including operatir,g under

emergency conditions.

D. Knculedge of radiological safety practices and the purpose and

function of radiation monitoring equipment.

A typical operating test takes frca four to six hcurs and proceeds as follows.

In the privacy of an office or conference rocrn, the examiner explores the

(., ,.
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applicant's knowledge of reactivity ef fects, theory of operation, ai.d radiation

protection practices and procedures.

The major portion of the operating test is conducted in the control room. The

applicant's ability to read and interpret the control instrumentation is I

determined by discussing both normal and off-normal operation. The applicant

points out on the operating board the controls used a-d explains the

instrumentation involved in accordance with the facility procedures.

If the applicant was previously certified on reactor startup on an approved

simulator, actual startup of the reactor is waived. At a minimum the examiner

will have the applicant talk through the startup, indicating controls and

instrumentation used in taking the reactor to criticality. The examiner

determines the applicant's kncwledge of subcritical multiplication and

delayed-neutron effects, his understanding of when the reactor is subcritical

or supercritical, and his knowledge of the effects of coefficients on the

startup of the reactor.

The applicant's ability to cperate equipment in a safe manner is det, ermined by

discussing such operating situations as load changes, equipment operation, and

off normal operation. The applicant must demonstrate his kncwledge of the

actions to take and indicate to the examiner the controls he will manipulate

and the instrumentation he will observe.

The examiner also detarmines the applicant's kncwledge of hcw to operate the

facility under emergency conditions. This is accomplished by postulating

symptons of an incident to the applicant. From the symptoms, the applicant

{.g - ;
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must determine the immediate actions required by procedure. He must demonstrate

a knowledge of the emergency systems and be able to evaluate instrument readings

to knew that the emergency systems are operating in the manner in which they

were designed to operate. He must also demonstrate what actions he would take

if any part of the system fails to operate properly by mock manipulation of

the controls.

The proper use of normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures are evaluated

throughout the control room exercise. The applicant's knowledge and under-

standing of the Technical Specifications, administrative procedures, emergency

plans, ;perating curves, and data are explored.

The final phase of the operating test is touring the plant with the applicant.

Here the applicant's knowledge of the radiological practices and monitoring
equipment is evaluated. The applicant must demonstrate the use of portable

radiation monitoring instruments, how to properly enter and exit a controlled

area, and how to use the facility radiation procedures. During the plant

tour, the applicant must review local procedures and demonstrate his knowledge

and understanding of local plant operations. Typical systems explored include

electrical control centers, diesel generators, engineered safety feature,

plant instrument air systems, and selected operating equipment.

Examination Evaluation

Af ter the examination, the applicant's kncwledge and understanding are eval-

uated by the examiner and reviewed by senior examiners and/or the Chief of the

Operating License Branch. On the basis of the results of the evalua*. ions and

review, the applicant receives a license or his applicatian is denied.
p..
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If an individual has his senior operation application denied, an evaluation is
.

made to determine if he should be licensed as an operator. If he passed the !

t

operator's written examination and demonstrated sufficient knowledge and

understanding at an operator level during the operating test, he is issued an

operator's license.

:

I

Requalification Program

.

Periodic requalification for all operators and senior cperators is necessary

to maintain their continued competence. Ihe following is an outline of the

NRC requalification requirements.

1. Schedule. The requalification prognm shall be conducted for a

continuous period not to exceed two 3 ears, and upon conclusion shall be

promptly followed, pursuant to a continuous schedule, by successive

requalification programs.

2. Lectures. The requalification progra shall include preplanned lectures

on a regular and continuing basis t&oughout the license period in those

areas where annual operator and seniar operator written examinations

indicate that emphasis in scope and fepth of coverage is needed in the

following subjects:

Theory and principles of operation.a.

b. General and specific plant cpenting characteristics.

P1 ant instrunentation and contesi systems.c.

10 C~ ,,
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d. Plant protection systems.

e. Engineered safety systems.

f. Normal, abnormal, and emergency operating procedures.

g. Radiation control and safety.

h. Technical specifications.

i. Applicable portions of Title 10, Chapter I Code of Federal Regulations.

Other training techniques including films, videotapes and other effective

training aids may also be used.

Individual study on the part of each operator shall be encouraged.

However, a requalification program based solely upon the use of films,

videotapes and/or individual study is not an acceptable substitute for a

lecture series.

3. On-the-job training. The requalification program shall include on-the-job

training so that;

Eacn licensed operator of a production or utilization facilitya.
,

manipulates the plant controls and each licensed senior operator

either manipulates the controls or directs the activities of
.

individuals during plant control manipulations during the term of

their licenses. For reactor operators and senior operators, these

manipulations shall consist of at least 10 reactivity control manipu-

lations in any ccabination of reactor startups, reactor shutdcwns or

other control manipulations which demonstrate skill and/or familiarity

with reactivity control systems.

[r- - g
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b. Each licensed operator and senior operator has demonstrated ;

i
satisfactory understanding of the operation of all apparatus and

mechanisms and knows the cperating procedures in each area for which

he is licensed.

Each licensed operator and senior operator is cognizant of facilityc.

design changes. orocedure changes, and facility license changes.

d. Each licensed operator and senior operator reviews the contents of
|

all abnormal and emergency procedures on a regularly scheduled

basis.

A simulator may be used in meeting the requirements of paragraphs '7ae.

and 3b if the simulator reproduces the general operating characteristics

of the facility invo?/ed, and the arrangement of the instrumentation

and controls of the simulator is similar to that of the facility

involved. '

4. Evaluation. The requalification program shall include: '

,

Annual written examinations which determine arcas in uhich r3% aininga.

is r e'ded to upgrade licensed or .or and senior operator kncw?c2 e.3

b. Written examinations which determine licensed operators' and so'ior

operators' knowledge of subjects covered in the requalificatica

program and provide a basis for evaluating their kncwledge of 2bnormal

and emergency procedures,

rv- .
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Syste.matic caservat'on and evaluation of the performance and competencyc.

of licensad oper. tors and senior operators by supervisors and/or

training staff members including evaluation of actions taken or to

be taken during actual or simulated abnormal and emergency conditions.

d. Simulation of emergency or abnormal conditions that may be accomplished

by using the control panel of the facility involved or by using a

simulator. Where the control panel of the facility is used for

simulation, the actions taken or to be taken for the emergency or

abnormal condition shall be discussed; actual manipulation of the

plant controls is not required. If a simulator is used in meeting

the requirements of paragraph 4c, the simulator shall accurately

reproduce the operating characteristics of the facility involved and

the arrangement of the instrumentation and controls of the simulator

shall closely parallel that of the facility involved.

Provisions for each licensed operator and senior operator to participatee.

in an accelerated requalification program where performance evaluations

conducted pursuant to paragraphs 4a through 4d clearly indicate the
,

need.
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ENCLOSURE 2

TIE NAVY NUCLEAR PROPULSION TRAINING PROGRAMS
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Enclosure 2

The Navy Nuclear Propulsion Training

Programs

The following outlines the Navy's Nuclear Program:

Screening of Candidates

The responsibilities involved in operating naval nuclear powered ships and the

requirements of the nuclear plants themselves make it essential that individuals

in the program have a high degree of intelligence and capacity to learn.

Early in the program, it was recognized that normal procedures of personnel

selection and a:signment used by the Navy could not be counted on to provide

this program with the proper type of individual. In order to select candidates

of the necessary intellectual capacity and motivation, a number of special

mea'sures had to be taken. Typical civilian procedures could not be followed.

Recognition had to be given to the fact that the Navy was dealing with a body

of cilitary people. This meant they would be faced with the inevitable high

turnover rate; the problems typical of young, inexperienced enlisted T.en, and

the antiquated Navy training methods.

Officers for assignment to the engineering crews of the first nuclear powered

ships were, by necessity, drawn frem those having had previous shipboard

experience. Experienced officers ultimately became insufficient to support

the needs. Therefore, beginning in 1960, a number of top ranking students

1 [ ~ ' '[ !, |,
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graduating from the Naval Academy, NROTC Colleges, and from the Navy's Officer

Candidate School were selected to enter nuclear power training following

graduation. In 1969 the Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program was added

through which top graduates of all collages are given the opportunity to arply

for nuclear power training. Today, these programs which take officers directly

from the Naval Academy or civilian colleges account for more than 95% of the

officers entering the nuclear training praram. To date, some 7,000 officers

have been trained in the nuclear power program.

Officers w,o apply for nuclear training must be college graduates meeting

minimum requirements for courses in mathematics and science. The college

records are screened to determine scholastic aptitude, and performance. For

those officers with sea experience, naval records are also reviewed to

determine effectiveness as naval officars, experience level (particularly in

engineering), and their commanding officer's evaluation of them as candidates

for the nuclear program. This screening is performed by the Bureau of Naval

Personnel with the advice and assistance of Naval Reactors personnel.

In order to further ensure that only officers with the necessary motential and
,

motivation are selected for the naval nuclear propulsion program, the candidates

are each called to Washington and interviewed by several senior members of the

Naval Reactor staff and finally by Admiral Rickover, USN. In addition to

providing information over and above that available in an officer's service

record on his intelligence and ability, these interviews are useful in

determining the willingness of the officer to undertake the difficu'.t training

program for nuclear propulsion assignment and his interest in ofessional

advancement as evidenced by his work and study habits.

p .- -. -
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As in the case of officers, in the early years of the nuclear program enlisted

candidates, came from the fleet and had snipboard engineering experience.

Those who applied were interviewed and screened by their commanding officers

before being recommended as candidates. Eligibility criteria were established

by the Chief of Naval Personnel with the advice and assistance of Naval Reactors.

Assignment to the nuclear program was made by the Bureau of Naval Personnel

from among those recommended.

I.
1

The manning requirements for the expanding nuclear submarine program and the !
!

nuclear surface ship program required a new source of people for training. In '

1957 direct input of enlisted men for nuclear propulsion training was provided I

by a program of recruiting promising young high school graduates into the

Navy, specifically for ultimate duty in nuclear ship engineering departments.

Today this program is the primary sourc~e of enlisted personnel for nuclear

power training. Approximately 40,000 enlisted operators have completed the

naval nuclear propulsion training program to date.

Trainina, Oualification and Recurring Procrams

The Navy nuclear training prograr is centered around five major phases:

(1) Pre-nuclear training program, (2) formal academic instruction, (3) operational

training at the COE land naval reactor prototypes, (4) training and qualifica-

tion as a watchstander aboard an operating Naval nuclear powered ship, and

(5) recurring training.

Phase 1: The initial training of enlisted personnel selected for nuclear

training is conducted at several training sites throughout the country.

3
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During basic recruit training, the candidate is screened and classified into

one of the program ratings: (Machinist's Mate, Electrician's Mate, Interior

Communications, or Electronics Technician) according to his capabilities and

the needs of the program. The trainee then attends appropriate Navy Class

"A" school training, which varies in length frca two to five months. The

curricula are basic to the ratings and are not " specialized for nuclear power."

These Class "A" schools are operated by the Chief of Naval Education and

Training, and are not controlled by Naval Reactors. Nuclear program trainees

completing Class "A" school training will nonnally be ordered directly to

Nuclear Power School at Orlando, Florida.

Phase 2: The Nuclear Power School curriculum is prepared under the direction

of the Naval Neactors staff in Washington. The assistance of the Naval Reactors

Laboratories is utilized in developing the curriculum. The course at Nuclear

Power School lasts six months and consists of approximately 700 hours of

classroom instruction.

The officer student curriculum includes: mathematics, physics , heat transfer

and fluid ficw, electrical engineering, reactor dynamics, chemistry, aspects
'

of reactor plant operations, materials, radiological fundamentals, core

characteristics and reactor plant systems, which is an overview of all

mechanical and electricC systems. Officers receive instruction up to and
including the graduate level.

The enlisted curriculum includes: reactor plant systems, mathematics,

physics, heat transfer and fluid flow, reactor principles, chemistry,
radiological fund- 's, aaterials, specialized in rate instruction on plant

4
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systems and reactor plant operations. Enlisted personnel receive instruction

at the undergraduate level.
!
1

In the school, the instructor is required to taka the subject he will teach.
.

He will give practice lectures and become familiar with the related Nuclear

Pcwer School subjects. The new instructor must pass oral boards on the technical
|

content of the course, and present a certificacion lecture for the division f

director, the department head, and the commanding officer. After qualification,

the training continues so that the instructor will remain current and

knowledgeable. An annual written examination is administered to all

instructor: to determine any weak areas. The instructor's classroom
.

presentation is audited at least twice during each period he teaches a

subject. The commanding officer, the executive officer and the department

heads are required to audit one instructor each week. Also, Bettis Technical

Consultants randomly monitor the instructors. Evaluation reports are filled

cut by the auditors and discussed with the instructor. These reports are

forwarded up the chain of command and filed in the instructor training folder

af ter any necessary corrective action has been taken.

Both officer and enlisted students are required to pass a four-hour written

comprehensive examination prior to graduation. In addition, there are weekly

quizzes and a two-hour examination about every ten days.

Phase 3: Prototype operational training is conducted at eight land-based

Naval Reactor prototypes. 1ree are located at the Naval Reactors Facility,

Idaho Falls, Idaho; four at West Milton, New York; and one at Windsor,

Ccnnecticut. These prototypes are owned and operated by the Department of

5 P'''m
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LICENSE EXAMINATIONS

Title 10 CFR Part 55.11 states that "an application for a license pursuant to

the regulations in this part will be approved if the Commission finds that,"

among other things, "the applicant has passed a written examination and operating

test as may be prescribed by the Commission to determine that he has learned

to operate and, in the case of a senior operator, to operate and to direct the

licensed activities of licensed operators in a competent and safe manner."

The scope of the examinations is addressed in Sections 55.20 through 55.23.

Written Examinations

Th written examinations for reactor operators (Section 55.21) consists of

seven categories and generally requires six to eight hrs to complete. Most of

the questions require essay-type answers. The seven categories in the operator

examinatien are:

A. Principles of Reactor Operation.

B. Features of Facility Design.

C. General Operating Characteristics.

D. Instrumentation and Controls.

E. Safety and Emergency Systems.

F. Standard and Emergency Operating Procedures.

G. Radiation Control and Safety.

..
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Phase, Transition Phase, In-Hull Phase and Proficiency Phase make up the basic

prototype training plan.
'
,

i

The students are assigned to one of the prototypes upon completion of Nuclear
,

!
Power School. When the class arrives, it starts classroom training which is

,

primarily conducted in spaces outside the prototype hull. After five weeks,

the student starts making the transition into the hull and he then begins

watchstanding training under instruction. The purpose of prototype training

is to give the man in-hull experience operating the reactor plant, operating

equipment very much like that he will be operating at sea, using procedures

like those he will be using at sea. The major objective of prototype training

is to make the best use of the training that is done in the hull within the

constraints of reactor safety. At the conclusion of the watchstanding traini,g

under instruction, the man qualifies by passing written and oral exams. This

allows him to stand the watch and to operate the equipment on his own- without

the presence of an instructor. After he has qualified, and in the period

before his class graduates, he stands watch to gain proficiency as a

watchstander.

A part of the training during transition phase is watchstanding, to qualify at

the prototype, all students are required to stand a given minimum number of

watches under the instruction of qualified staff watchstande.*s. During these

watcbes, the staff watchstander is responsible for the watch station; however,

he fulfills this responsibility by using the student to carry out watchstanding
duties.

(' '
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During thesa watches, the student is expected to act as if he were responsible

for that watch. The staff instructor watches each move and :+ ops and corrects

the student if he starts to make a mistake.

The student is graded on each watch, and must receive a satisfactory grade or

he does not get credit for the watch. The student is expected to significantly

improve his watchstanding capability as he gains experience of each watchstation.

This factor is taken into account when assigning him a grade.

During the watch, there are prescribed things the student must do, such as

starting up and shutting down a piece of equipment. These are called " practical

factors." The student does these under instruction, with the staff inst.uctor

providing direct supervision. The emphasis is on the student doing the operation

himself. This is accomplished by first talking through the operation and then

letting the student perform it.

Prototype plant operations are scheduled to coincide with the extent the class

has progressed through the training program. For the first student training

watches, the plant is held in a steady state steaming condition. This means

the reactor is at a constant pcwer and a steady state condition exists in the

engine room. Later on, the schedule calls for acre complicated operations,

such as startups and shutdowns of the steam plant, startups and shutdowns of

the reactor, and casualty drills. It is important to note that in the case of

the officer student qualifying as Engineering Officer of the Watch, he not

only stands training satches and ccapletes practical factors as Engineering

Of ficer of the Watch, but also stands watch at the enlisted watch stations and

does practical factors there also.

8 La >
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This gives the officer a better overall hl for what is happening throughout
the plant. As an example, at one of thegrototypes the officer student must

j

stand a minimum of about 180 hours of tuining watches, of which seventy per

cent are devoted to watches other than Egineering Officer of the Watch.

|
|

During watchstanding training, the studat is also instructed on proper '

communication procedures and formality ircommunications. He is also ;

|

instructed in logkeeping and other normEduties of a watchstander. At the

conclusion of prototype training, there me four performance areas that the

student must pass to become qualified:

First, the student must have a satisfachry final watchstanding grade. This

grade is the average received for the wathes he stood under instruction. The

grading beccmes more severe for later wethes as more is expected of the

student and the plant operations beccmeme complex.

Second, for officer students, a final eduated watch must be passed. This is

done by c board of three memoers as notipreviously. If the student fails

this watch, he ccmpletes remedial trainig and tries again, after beinc

upgraded in his weak areas. Typically,Ee will not be given more than two to

three chances before a decision is madem whether he should be disenrolled.

Third, the stud- .t must pass a final cc:mrehensive written examination. These

are drawn from an examination bank and crer each of the areas of mechanical,

electrical, reactor, chemistry, radiolcipal centrols, and the overall plant.

The exam is four hours in length for eahted personnel and eight '. curs for

o f f,i ce rs. These examinations are gradecind reviewed with the student prior
;
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to his final oral board. If the student fails in any area, he is reexamined

after an upgrading program. If he fails a reexamination, he will normally be

disenrolled from the school.

Lastly, each student receives a final oral board. This is a good technique

for probing his knowledge in depth. It is much easier, in this way to assess

what the student actually knows, since every flaw in his answers can be noted.

Any significant knowledge weakness in reactor safety will cause the student to

fail the board.

The oral boards are conducted formally. There is a chairman of the board.

The board examines the student's record. Each member asks questions. All

members grade the answer. The questioning continues until all are satisfied.

For an officer, this usually takes two to three hours. Once he has qualified,

the student enters the proficiency phase of prototype training. The primary

purpose of this phase is to beccme proficient as a watchstander. In this

phase, the student gets watchstanding experience as the man on watch at the

station. He takes the watch by himself, and there is no staff watchstander

present to help him.

Lectures are also scheduled to increase the student's kncwledge in various

In addition, the qualified student has an cpportunity to participateareas.

in various maintenance tasks.

For this part of the program, the lectures and tasks are scheduled on a case

basis. The object is to give students as much additional training as we can

while he is gaining watchstanding experience. Cbvicusly, not all students get

10 $
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the same amount of proficiency training, since they qualify at different

times.

The entire class graduates at the same time and are transferred to the fleet.

A small number of those who have demonstrated above average performance at the

Nuclear Power School and the Prototype are retained on the staff to qualify as

instructors.

Phase 4 of the program is when the officers and enlisted personnel report to

the fleet. They have learned. "how to quali fy." The shipboard qualification

program consists of Basic Engineering Qualification (BEQ) and individual

watchstation qualification. Basic Engineering Qualification provides a

cross-rate background level of knowledge for all nuclear trained personnel,

and allows the operator to build on the principles learned at the Nuclear

Power School and the Prototype. This qualification consists of various

nuclear propulsion plant knowledge requirements including subjects such as

reactor theory, systems design, principles of operating and casualty

procedures, Engineering Department Organizat'on, Radiological Controls and

Chemistry. In most cases, BEQ will be pinsued concurrently with initial watch

qualification and some portions are prerequisites for each watchs.ation.

Advanced watch qualifications such as Reactor Operator require ccepletion of

SEQ in its entirety.

The shipboard program of watch qualification for officer and enlisted

personnel varies frcm that at the prototype, in that it is less rigidly
structured. The individual is exaected to complete practical factors md

training wa,tch requirements concurrent with study and checkot t en shipboard
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propulsion plant systems. Since he has just completed prototype qualification,

this is not an unreasonable expectation.

Each officer, upon reporting to his first nuclear ship, must qualify as

Engineering Officer of the Watch (E00W). He completes Basic Engineering

Qualification and selected theoretical and practical portions of enlisted

watch stander qualification requirements as prerequisites to the advai.ced

requirements for E00W. It usually takes three to six months to ccmplete this

qualification depending on the ability of the officer, the ship's operating

schedule and the similarity of the shi board plant with that of the prototyper

the officer attended.

The first step in shipboard qualification for an enlisted operator is to

qualify rapidly an an in-rate watchstation so that he may beccme a useful

member of the crew. The length of time required will vary depending on the

watchstation, and the additional factors previously mentioned as affecting
officer qualification rate. For example, an Engineering Laboratory Technician

(ELT) may be able to qualify as a shipboard ELT in only a few days because

shipboard Radiological Controls .d Chemistry equipment, procedures, and'

associated systems are very simi? cr to those at all prototypes. But it will

usually take several weeks or months for him to qualify at other watchstations.

The submarine and surface ship force ccmmanders have prcmulgated reccomended

qualification paths for each rate and have provided guidelines indicating the

approximate le.gth of tima the average individual is expected to ccmplete each

watch qualification. Experience has shcwn that many cperators will qualify in

less time than the guideline period while a few will exceed it. Ultimately

p'~- ,
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each enlisted man is required to qualify on his most advanced in-rate watchstation,

and upon gaining appropriate seniority and experience, to qualify as Engineering
1

Watch Supervisor (EWS), the most senior enlisted watch. i

Previously qualified personnel, officer and enlisted, returning from shore
;

duty or transferring from another ship will be examined on the senior
|

watchstation on which they were previously qualified. The results of this

examination will determine the type and length of qualification required for

requalification in their new ship.
,

Phase 5 of ship training is spent on " recurring training." " ~ is a

coatinuing need to reinforce initial training and provide training which

increases the level of knowledce of all nuclear operators. To maintain high

standards in the Navy nuclear propulsion program ships, Commanding Officers

must conduct recurring training. This training is also a vehicle for

improving the watchstander's atility to handle casualties, and supports more

advance watch qualification.

The methods used in conducting nuclear propulsion plant recu!"ing training in

ships are the same proven ways of acccmplishing training descriced and are in

use at Nuclear Pcwer School and prototypes. Lectures and seminars se

conducted on a departmental and divisional basis. In most cases a monitor,

senior to tt3 instructor or seminar leader is present to assist in keeping the

training session "an track," and to provide feedback to the ccmmand and the

instructor on the quality of the lecture or seminar. Lectures are given by

experienced personnel who are specifically selected to fit the topic and

[: ., _
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audience. Selection of instructors, lecturers and monitors is an important
quality control measure.

A comprehensive examination program is a key factor in any formal training
program. Examinations are necessary to ensure understanding and retention of

the material covered in lectures and seminars. Therefore, examinations are

given covering most " recurring training" sessions and are designed to be tough

enough to challenge the most knowledgeable crew members.

In addition to classroom type training, the recurring training program is also

composed of practical evolutions and casualty drills. These form an important

part of the shipboard training plan, allcwing the nuclear propulsion plant

operator to build on his theoretical knowledge of the propulsion plant and put

into practice the principles of operating and casualty procedures he has
studied. The Er.gineering Department Manual for Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Plants liste the required drills and evolution; and indicates whether the

drill ehould be walked-through or actually conducted. In some cases, part of
-

the casualty action may be walked-through and pari. actually carried out.

Within the constraints of reactor and ship safety, a conscious effort is made

to carry out these casualty drills in a realistic manner.
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